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The Dutch context



The Dutch context

Amsterdam

Groningen 41,543 km2 (30% of Java)

17.5 million inhabitants

13 research universities
(260,000 students, 15% 
international students)

University of Groningen 
(30,000 students, 5,000 
international students)



Indonesia and the Netherlands (PISA 2015)

PISA 2015 scores

Enjoyment
science learning

Gender gap 
(boys-girls)

Indonesia 0.65 -0.06

Netherlands -0.52 0.25



Curriculum issues in the Netherlands

› Context-based education

› Crossdisciplinarity (STEM)

› Citizenship



The Indonesian context

› New curriculum in 2013

› Scientific literacy

› Refering to TIMSS and PISA studies

› Crossdisciplinary STEM

› Real-life situations

A Widiyatmoko and K Shimizu 2018 J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 983 012044 



STEM and STEAM

Science

Technology

(Arts)

Engineering

Mathematics

Crossdisciplinary, integrated subjects



Relevant questions

› How to use STEM to make learning more relevant to
students?

› How to make students more scientifically literate?



Scientific literacy

PISA definition (2015): scientific literacy is defined as the 

ability to understand the characteristics of science and the 

significance of science in our modern world, to apply

scientific knowledge, identify issues, describe scientific

phenomena, draw conclusions based on evidence, and

the willingness to reflect on and engage with scientific

ideas and subjects. One aspect is that students

understand the significance of science and technology in 

their daily lives. They should be able to apply a scientific

approach to assessing scientific data and information in 

order to make evidence-based decisions.



Mathematical literacy

PISA definition (2012):

Mathematical literacy in the PISA study is defined as the 
individual’s capacity for formulating, employing and
interpreting mathematics in a variety of contexts.



Making maths and science education relevant 

› Engage students in research (inquiry-based science
education) or design (design-based science education)

› Use Contexts (context-based science education) 
- Students’ daily life contexts
- Professional contexts (agriculture, industry)
- News media



Science in the media



Relevant contexts for Indonesian students

palm oil rubber

earthquake resistant school tile pattern



Why using contexts in STEM teaching?

› Integrating disciplines into STEM

› Bringing more recent, relevant and appealing topics 
into the classroom

› Showing how STEM disciplines are used in the real 
world

› Stimulating knowledge and skill development

Moving from the textbook to the real world



Use of contexts

We know that contexts work:

› Stimulates students’ interest and motivation

and do not work …

› Not better learning results

King, D., & Ritchie, S. M. (2012). Learning science through real-world contexts. In Second 

international handbook of science education (pp. 69-79). Springer, Dordrecht.

Bennett, J., Lubben, F., & Hogarth, S. (2007). Bringing science to life: A synthesis of the research 

evidence on the effects of context‐based and STS approaches to science teaching. Science

Education, 91(3), 347-370.



Why using contexts in science teaching?

Watch the difference



Think in another way about curriculum

Bruning & Michels (2013) Concept-contextvenster. Enschede: SLO.

Concept selection based on 
disciplinary structure

Concept selection based
on context questions



Contexts versus concepts

Example: batteries
Context questions

For which equipment can I use this battery? Why?
How long can I use this battery? How can I make 
the lifetime longer?
Are lithium-ion batteries better? Why?
Why do we need to separate empty batteries from
other waste?

Disciplinary questions
Which electrochemical processes produce
electric current?
How can I calulate the voltage from standard 
reduction potentials?



Designing context-based education

› Which context?

› Which context questions (and activities)?

› Which disciplines?



Pitfalls and challenges

› Context should be
meaningful to students

› Contexts are not included
in the curriculum

› Teachers tend to cover
disciplinary content

› Teachers are not prepared
for change

› Use of contexts in assessment



Research example

Mathematics teachers changing their practices
Martha Witterholt, Cor Suhre, Anno van Streun, Martin Goedhart 
(University of Groningen)

Teaching statistical literacy: Student projects on statistics (8th grade)

Teachers design, implement, evaluate lessons

Witterholt, M.G., Suhre, C., & Goedhart, M.J. (2016). The impact of peer collaboration on teachers’ 
practical knowledge. European Journal of Teacher Education, 39, 126-143.

Witterholt, M., Goedhart, M., Suhre, C., & Van Streun, A. (2012). The Interconnected Model of 
Professional Growth in the perspective of the development of a mathematics teacher. Teaching 
and Teacher Education 28(5), 661-674.



research question

research design

data collection

data analysis 

conclusions

Student statistics projects
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Research example

Teachers worked as a team to design lessons under
guidance of the researcher

Teachers most important concerns:

› Group work (students’ autonomy)

› Coverage (textbook?)

› Assessment (written test?)



Take home message

‘Doing science’ instead of ‘doing the lesson’ 

(Jimenez-Aleixandre et al, 2000)


